Continuity of education – how will home learning ensure that the curriculum continues to mirror that of in school
learning?

Our teachers are able to assign work on a daily basis, provide video input and give feedback on the children’s work
submitted, all through the See Saw app.
We will be delivering homework through the app this year, to help children, families and staff become familiar with
how to use it.
Each of our subjects is carefully planned, and has the knowledge and vocabulary for each topic area already planned
in across the year for each age group. We will therefore be able to deliver these subjects. Here is a brief guide to
how we will do this in the event of a whole bubble isolation situation:
Subject
Reading & phonics

Writing & Grammar

Maths
Science
History & Geography
Computing
Modern Foreign Languages
Art

Design Technology

Physical Education

Religious Education
PSHCE & RSE

How will we deliver this subject?
Phonics – teachers will deliver a daily phonics session using the Read, Write Inc
materials and programme
Reading – teachers will provide texts, with age appropriate questions (using
VIPERS) which children will respond to. Children will record a weekly reading diary.
Younger children may be asked to read to an adult and record this if possible.
The “Power of Reading” units, which deliver the writing curriculum, can be
delivered at home using video inputs and teacher instruction. Specific Grammar
and Punctuation will be taught using the pre planned PlanIt! Units we have in
school.
We will deliver the White Rose Maths Hub Mastery lessons, with a teaching input
and set work for children to complete.
Children will receive a weekly science lesson. We use the pre planned PlanIt! Units
to ensure consistency and progression across the school.
By using the REACH curriculum, teachers have access to work booklets for children
that help deliver the pre planned humanities units.
Children will receive a weekly computing lesson. We use the pre planned PlanIt!
Units to ensure consistency and progression across the school.
We have a planned Spanish curriculum for children, with weekly lessons. The
teachers will provide a weekly lesson for the children based on this plan.
We intend to reserve our “Progression in Drawing” unit of work if possible, which
as can then deliver at age appropriate level to children. This will reduce the need
for materials etc should there be restrictions in place.
We have pre planned DT units (Planning on a Page) which we will deliver. We may
need to focus on the Research, Design and Evaluation aspects; teachers will adapt
this subject to the length of absence.
We have reserved the yoga units of work from our long term plans. This will then
delivered at home, as it has minimal requirements for equipment and space. This
is progressively planned across the age range.
We use the Wakefield RE scheme; teachers will deliver a weekly RE lesson.
We use the 3D syllabus; again these feature weekly one hour lessons which are
age appropriate and cover the curriculum.

In the event of individual isolation, the class teacher will work with families to ensure that children are provided
with appropriate home learning, and we will maintain regular contact with families and pupils to ensure
appropriate input and feedback.

